Event-related potentials associated with judgment: comparison of S1- and S2-choice conditions in a contingent negative variation (CNV) paradigm.
To elucidate the functional role of association cortex in judgment and decision-making about external stimuli, the scalp topography of contingent negative variation (CNV) recorded in 9 normal volunteers was compared in two settings; dichotomous S1- and S2-choice paradigms using right wrist extension or flexion movement upon S2 as the choice reaction task with an S1-S2 interstimulus interval of 2 s. Two main findings were obtained. First, early CNV in the S1-choice paradigm consisted of a frontal to frontopolar midline negative potential, most likely representing judgment more than orienting response, and a left-sided parietal positive potential, at least partially representing P3b, whereas in the S2-choice paradigm it consisted only of a smaller frontal negative potential shift, most likely representing merely an orienting response. This suggests that the prefrontal and left parietal association cortexes might be active in the judgment and decision-making process. Second, after S2, two positive peaks (334 and 545 ms after S2) were observed at the midline central to left parietal areas only in the S2-choice paradigm. In the S1-choice paradigm, one large negative peak (275 ms after S2) was observed. We postulate that the first peak of the S2-choice paradigm is related to decision making or judgment and that the second peak is related to the following cognitive process. We conclude that at least the prefrontal and parietal association cortexes generate transient potentials accompanying judgment, and possibly decision making.